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Objectives

The objective of this presentation is to 
introduce you to the Emotional 
Intelligence principles and how to apply it 
to the world of work & social life. And 
why it matters.



Content

•The Holistic Model  To Health.
•What is EI & Why now? 
•Why do we need EI?
•EI Domains (Goleman’s Model)

-Self awareness
-Emotion Management
-Social awareness
-Relationship management



The Holistic Model To Human

Mind Self

Body
Relative Harmony Environment



The central equation for behavior
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What are Emotions?

Emotion:

“A feeling and its 
distinctive thoughts, 
psychological and 
biological states and range 
of propensities to act”



Emotions Dimensions

Physiological side: ‘Emotion’ is a complex state 
of human mind, involving bodily changes of 
widespread character such as breathing, 
pounding heart, flushed face, sweating palms, 
pulse rate, gland secretions, etc. 

Psychological side, a state of excitement or 
perturbation marked by strong feelings. 

These emotions could be Positive or Negative.



What is EI ?

 Emotional Intelligence is a 
management competency to 
your own emotions and those of 
others and improve accordingly. 

 The Capacity to get optimal 
results from your relationships 
with yourself and others



 It refers to how we manage ourselves & how 
we manage our relations with others. 

 How self-aware we are.

 How motivated we are.

 How socially skilled we are.



Emotional Intelligence is  “the capacity for 
recognizing our own feelings and those of 
others, for motivating ourselves, and for 
managing emotions well in ourselves and in 
our relationships. Emotional intelligence 
describes abilities distinct from, but 
complementary to, academic intelligence.” 
Daniel Goleman (1998)



Life And Emotional Intelligence 

Professional Development, deals with the impact
of emotion management and understanding on
one’s career performance.

Communication Skills, deals with the impact of
EI on the effectiveness of our communication
skills.

Interpersonal Relationships, deals with the
impact of EI on managing, maintaining
relationships, and solving problems with others.



Life Cont’d…

Leadership, deals with EI and enhancing socially
responsible leadership, decision making,
influence and meeting significant challenges of
the institution and the people involved.

Corporate, deals with issues of corporate
performance, productivity, continuity,
motivation, loyalty, and morale in the light of EI.



Life success

80% 
EQ or 
EI

20% 
IQ



IQ EQ(EI)

A score derived from one of 
several different 
standardized tests 
attempting to measure 
intelligence.  

Established By mid-teens

Can’t Increase

Predicts only 10-20% of life 
success

 Knowing your emotions and 
knowing emotion of others.

 Knowing what feels good, 
what feels bad ,and how to 
get from bad to good.

 Not fixed

 Responsible for 80-90% of 
life success



GETS YOU
HIRED

GETS YOU
FIRED/PROMOTED

THE PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS

IQ Cont’d…



Emotional Intelligence The Conceptual Model
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Emotional Intelligence 
Competencies Framework

Self-Awareness
 Emotional self-awareness
 Accurate self-assessment
 Self-confidence

Social Awareness
 Empathy
 Organizational awareness
 Service orientation

Self-
Management

 Self-control
 Trust worthiness
 Adaptability
 Consciousness
 Initiative
 Optimism

Relationship 
Management

 Influence
 Inspirational leadership
 Developing others
 Change catalyst
 Conflict management
 Teamwork and collaboration
Building bonds
communication



Self-Awareness
Competency Tips to improve
Emotional Self-awareness •Know your own emotions

•Know the implications of your    
emotions

Accurate Self-assessment •Perform periodic self-appraisals

•Seek and Welcome feedback

•Laugh at your mistakes
Self Confidence •Take calculated risks

•Accept challenges with confidence

•Express yourself and your emotions

•Take firm decisions



Self-Management

Competency Tips to improve
Self control •Practice self-restraint

•Maintain a positive attitude

•Keep focused
Trustworthiness •Act ethically 

•Demonstrate reliability
Adaptability •Maintain flexibility towards changing 

situations



Self-Management… Cont’d
Competency Tips to improve
Consciousness •Follow through on commitments and 

promises

•Care for details

•Accept responsibility for your plans 
and actions

•Be accountable for your own deeds
Initiative •Act rather than wait

•Generate creative solutions to 
problems

Optimism •See the bigger picture, recognizing 
opportunities

•Have a positive outlook to life



Social-Awareness
Competency Tips to improve
Empathy •Climb higher on the listening ladder

•Read moods and nonverbal emotional 
cues

•Demonstrate respect to all
Organizational Awareness •Understand workplace internal

politics

•Understand the values of individual 
and groups in the organization

Service Orientation •Welcome any complaint

•Have a service-oriented mindset

•Accurately assess others needs



Relationship Management

Competency Tips to improve
Influence •Improve your persuasion skills

•Identify your circle of influence and 
others circles of influence

•Expand your circle of influence

Inspirational Leadership •Demonstrate enthusiasm

•Align others around a common vision

•Lead by example



Relationship Management… Cont’d
Competency Tips to improve
Developing Others •Recognize people’s strengths

•Offer candid and practical feedback

•Act as a mentor
Change Catalyst •Accept change as an essential process 

in any organization

•Champion the change efforts lobbying 
others to participate

Conflict Management •Encourage freedom of expression

•Foster a win-win mindset



Relationship Management… Cont’d
Competency Tips to improve
Teamwork and Collaboration •Collaborate with others 

•Promote a friendly cooperative climate 
in the team

•Encourage participation by all
Building bonds •Build and maintain an extensive 

informal network inside the 
organization

Communication •Build and maintain open channels of 
communication between all 
stakeholders

•Climb higher on the listening ladder

•Be aware of nonverbal cues




